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Lets talk about
mental health
Julie Pike
Editor-in-Chief
Recently I’ve been having conversations with both family and friends
about the state of our mental health.
The fact that people are becoming
more open to talk about what can perceived as a taboo topic is encouraging
to me. I only hope that others can experience the same thing.
Mental health is a topic we can
all relate to. At some point in everyone’s life they are going to be dealing
with changes in their mental health,
whether it be permanent or temporary.
For some of us, like myself, we need
medication to help the chemicals in a
brain find a balance, and for others,
they have found luck in other ways.
Whichever way you’ve found to help
yourself feel better, the last thing you
should feel is ashamed for how you
are feeling.
I feel thankful that I’ve found what
medication works best for me and
my condition, because I know that
without it I would not be able to get
through my daily life. I do rely on my
medication, and there’s absolutely
nothing wrong with that.
I admire those that have found natural alternatives to combat their anxiety or depression, but I hope to en-

courage people to not look down upon
those who choose medication. Often
times we don’t “choose” to take medication, but we need it. Mental health
disorders cause a chemical imbalance
in your brain, and oftentimes the only
option to help that is through a prescription.
I was diagnosed with chronic depression when I was a freshman in
high school. I didn’t have any sort of
life-changing event happen. I was an
average high school kid. So it took a
long time for me to understand why
it happened to me, as I was brought
up on the assumption that only people
who undergo traumatic experiences
can develop it. I was clearly wrong.
It could happen to anyone, no matter
where they are in their life.
Eight years later, I’ve gone through
several types of medications, different
brands, different pairings, until I was
able to find what worked for me. Don’t
get me wrong, there are other methods
that help me feel better, working out,
going for a walk outside, eating well,
but without the aid of medication, it
wouldn’t be enough.
Sometimes it’s hard to convey to
others who haven’t gone through a
similar experience. When you just
can’t get out of bed one day, it’s hard
to explain to others why, as it seems

like such a simple fix. But you can
never get into the mind of another.
Mental health disorders can absolutely take control of you. That’s where
medication be helpful. Sometimes we
can’t will ourselves to just get better,
we need some extra help.
The topic of mental health is often
one that people keep to themselves.
I completely understand the want
to keep it private, but I honestly believe they can help themselves work
through their feelings by communicating with those close to you. If we
all do this, we can start to normalize
talking about mental health. We are
all human, we all going through hard
times, and we could all use the support and understanding of our peers.
Keep the conversation going.
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Plastic straws may be eliminated at USM

Southern Maine pushes to reduce plastic waste
Nick Schleh
Staff Writer
Single-use plastic drinking straws may
be banned from USM. Universities, restaurants, and businesses across the nation are
transitioning away from the environmentally harmful plastic straws in order to promote
sustainability.
Katelyn Seavey, Student Body President
and President of the Campus Kitchens Project at USM, is leading the student initiative
to eliminate plastic straws and making the
campus more green-friendly. “Single-use
straws are something that no one really
thinks about…until it becomes a huge issue
like it is now. I would absolutely love for
our university to be a plastic straw free environment.”
While plastic straws can technically be
recycled, most firms will not accept them
due to their fragility, size, and potential for
falling into the crevices of the recycling
machinery, reported Get-Green-Now.com.
Plastic straws are frequently used around

“Single use straws
are something that
no one really thinks
about ... until it becomes a huge issue
like it is now. I would
absolutely love for
our university to be
a plastic straw free
environment.”
-Katelyn Seavey
Student Body President
the nation and many activists believe that
eliminating their over-usage is a strong step
towards limiting the world’s plastic pollution problem. A ban on plastic straws is not
the final solution, but a step towards more
sustainable consumption habits.
Plastic pollution is a global environmental issue. Individual institutions are doing
what they can to limit their contribution.
University of Georgia Environmental Scientist Jenna Jambeck, was quoted in the U.S.

Berkley Elias / Lead Photographer

Berkeley Elias / Lead Photographer
Metal straws are a common replacement for plastic straws. Sodexo has purchased
500 of them to begin introducting them to the USM community.

and World News Report that roughly 9 million tons of plastic waste annually washes
up on the world’s ocean coastlines. “For every pound of tuna we’re taking out of the
ocean, we’re putting two pounds of plastic
in the ocean,” said marine scientist Sherry
Lippiatt. Lippiatt is the California regional
coordinator for National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s marine debris
program.
Viral images appear online of sea turtles
with straws in their nose, bird’s intestines
being filled with plastic, and the vast islands
of garbage floating in the Pacific Ocean.
Straws are roughly 4 percent of the plastic
waste, but far less in terms of weight. The

U.S. and World News Report states that
plastic straws on average only weigh about
.4 grams. Straws makeup only 2,000 tons
of the 9 million tons of plastic waste previously mentioned.
National Geographic cited in a recent issue that Americans alone use up to 500 million straws in a single day.
Sodexo reported that from September of
2017 to August of 2018 that 28,000 plastic straws were used between USM and
UMA. “We are pushing our vendors to
come up with solutions to assist us in our
goal of eliminating them completely,” said
Tadd Stone, General Manager of Sodexo.
“We have eliminated all straws in our resi-

dential dining location and anywhere that
they aren’t necessary.” The only remaining places on campus using plastic straws
are the Woodbury Campus Center, Husky
Hideaway in Lower Brooks and Starbucks
in the Glickman Library, which remain due
to fountain beverages and specialty drinks.
To help combat this environmental issue,
Sodexo has purchased 500 reusable metal
straws that they are looking to introduce to
the USM community. There will likely be a
small charge for purchasing the straw, but
students can receive a discount on their beverage to help offset the cost. Sodexo is also
urging their soft drink vendors to provide
them with alternative solutions to straws.
Stone is in contact with major vendors hoping to potentially get lids for their consumers to use in replace of a straw.
USM is not alone in this initiative. A
grassroots environmental advocacy alliance
called The Planeteers of Southern Maine
have visited over 100 locations in Kennebunk, Kennebunkport, Wells and Arundel, to ask owners of restaurants and cafes
to eliminate the use of single-use plastic
straws. So far, 51 establishments have committed to the cause, according to the Portland Press Herald. McDonald’s formerly
used 1.5 million straws a day in their U.K.
establishments. Last September, the company issued a ban on plastic straws and replaced them with paper alternatives for all
of their U.K. and Ireland chains, according
to the BBC.
While a ban on plastic straws is not the
be all end all solution to plastic waste pollution, USM is in the process of doing its part.
Seavey said in closing, “Please buy a reusable straw or just don’t use a straw.”
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How eligible students can apply for work-study

A guide to earning money during your time on campus
Cooper-John Trapp
Staff Writer
Work-study funded jobs do more than
dot the campus landscape. From the admissions office to the Gorham mail room to the
journalists at the Free Press, work-study
students perform tasks vital to university
operations.
So, what is this thing called work-study
and how does one get it? A work-study position is a job specifically for students in
need to supplement their earnings at college. Most jobs are on-campus.
Federal Work-Study was initially established by the Economic Opportunity
Act of 1964. The act created the program
to, “stimulate and promote the part-time
employment of students in institutions of
higher education who are from low-income
families...” It is mostly federally funded,
with USM matching funding 25 percent,
according to Associate Director of Financial Aid, Jami Jandreau.
To receive work-study, students must
complete the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) and mark on the
FAFSA that they wish to be considered for
work-study. To be eligible, students must
demonstrate financial need. The FAFSA
determines each student’s financial need
based on estimated family contribution, the
institution’s cost of attendance and external
sources of aid.
With exceptions, students must be a U.S
citizen, U.S national, or a U.S permanent
resident enrolled in at least six credit hours.
Eligible students are those enrolled in an
undergraduate, graduate or professional
degree program. For the 2018-2019 academic year, about 1,700 students at USM
were initially offered a Federal WorkStudy award. Currently, there are about
1,100 students earning those funds.
The Federal Work-Study program requires that students be paid at least the
federal minimum wage of $7.25 per hour.
However, Jandreau says when the city of
Portland raised their minimum wage, USM
moved to match that for its work-study students employed in Lewiston/Auburn, Gorham and Portland. Current USM hourly
work-study wages are between $11.00 and
$11.55, depending on the job.
For a student to see their work-study
award, they must log into MaineStreet
through the myCampus portal and select
‘Student Self-Service.’ then ‘Student Center.’ Under the ‘Finances’ section, select
‘View Financial Aid,’ and select the current
aid year. If they receive financial aid, ‘Fed-

eral Work Study’ will appear in the section
with grants, loans and scholarships.
USM awards are between $1200 and
$2800 per academic year. That amount is
split between semesters. For example, if
the total work-study award is $2080, then
each semester the student is eligible to earn
a total of $1040. Supervisors work with
students to plan their schedule out – how
many hours of work-study their award provides – to make sure it lasts them through
the year. If a student works their way to
the maximum award, the department they
work for may hire them on with department
funds. Additionally, they can inquire with
the Student Financial Services office if extra funds are available.
To apply for a work-study position, log
onto myCampus and click on the blue cube
icon in the ‘launch pad’ section of the myCampus home page. That connects to the
Katelyn Rice / Staff Photographer
USM’s Career Connections job portal. On USM students working the front desk at Sullivan Gym in Portland, one of the workthe left sidebar, under the ‘jobs’ tab, select study positions availavle at USM.
‘Work-Study Jobs’ to see all currently open
positions. Some departments will also list
job openings on bulletin boards around
campus. Select a position to see its description, requirements and application instructions. Some applications may be completed
online. Others will specify the employer
and their contact information.
Applications may require a resume, cover letter, or written submission. Students
have access to the USM Career Hub that
can help them through the application process. The Career Hub has walk-in hours
Tuesdays and Wednesdays from 10 a.m. to
6 p.m., or by appointment during the rest
of the week.
Upon hiring, students work with their
supervisor to obtain necessary documentation and complete all necessary paperwork
to begin work, including forms I-9, W-4,
direct deposit, confidentiality agreements
and online training. Students need to provide personal identification and proof they
can work in the U.S by using a social security card and driver’s license or a passport.
Jandreau encourages students to make
the most of their work-study job and to,
“choose a job related to their major, job
skills, customer service skills,” she says.
Work-study jobs are not simply created for
students to do their homework, but if there
is a slow period during their shift they may
have the time to do so. Some jobs are busier or require more technical training than
others.
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Class of 2019 tasked with raising $2,019 by May
Martin’s Point will donate $20,000 if they reach their goal
Hailey Wood
Staff Writer
At the beginning of March, the USM Class
of 2019 will began raising $2,019 towards
the USM Student Emergency Fund in order
to unlock an additional $20,000 donated by
Martin’s Point Healthcare.
The challenge is the Class of 2019 must
meet their goal by May 8 to receive the additional $20,000.
Seniors who donate or raise $2.19 will receive a Class of 2019 pin.
Seniors who donate or raise $20.19 will
receive a Class of 2019 pin and a green philanthropy cord to wear at graduation.
Faculty who donate or raise $20.19 they
will receive a green philanthropy cord as
well.
In just the first day of fundraising, the class
had managed to raise roughly $298, 14% of
their goal. The progress of the fundraising
can be followed at usm.maine.edu/classgift.
The money will be donated to the Student
Emergency Fund that supports students at

USM going through a financial struggle. The
fund covers emergency medical expenses,
emergency travel expenses involving the
health or death of an immediate family member and many others that can be found on the
USM website by searching Student Emergency Fund.
USM senior, Josephine Elder, is a member of the class of 2019 campaign planning
committee. She said she hoped the campaign
would be “replicated by every graduating
class at USM for years to come.”
”Giving back to our fellow students by
helping them pay for their studies at USM is
so much better than the typical class gift of
a bench, right?” Elder said. Elder added that
the point of the student emergency fund is to
prevent students from experiencing financial
trouble.
The Student Emergency Fund provides
resources for USM students who have experienced financial hardships from the recent
government shutdown. The shutdown lasted
over a month, from Dec. 22 of last year to
Jan. 25, leaving many federal workers unpaid

including homeland security, law enforcement and other governmental departments.
This was the longest government shutdown
in the history of the United States.
Gabby Lenotte is a freshman at USM and
she was affected by the shutdown. When she
prepared to purchase her textbooks for spring
classes she realized how expensive they
were. Lenotte’s father was working without
pay, due to the shutdown and she didn’t want
to strain her parent’s finances by paying for
her books. So Lenotte reached out to a professor and was eventually granted money
from the student emergency fund. Lenotte
started her classes with her books on time.
Anyone interested in donating to help the
Class of 2019 reach their goal of $2,019 can
visit the USM Portland campus in March.
March 3 through 6 from 11 am to 2 pm a table will be set up in Woodbury Campus Center. March 7 from 11 am to 3 pm there will be
a table set up at the Job Fair in the Sullivan
Gym. March 37 at 5 pm USM’s American
Marketing Association will have a table in
the University Events Room on the 7th Floor
of Glickman Library.

March 9–17, 2019
PORTLAND, BRUNSWICK,
WATERVILLE, LEWISTON,
ROCKLAND, BANGOR

Schedules, tickets,
and more at MJFF.ORG
Graphics by Lauren McCallum / Design Director
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Bill to censor ‘obscene’ literature rejected
Maine lawmaker attempts to censor
‘obscene’ material in public schools
Alyson Peabody
News Editor
Two weeks ago, Republican lawmaker Amy
Arata’s proposal to ban ‘obscene’ material in
public schools was unanimously rejected by
the legislative committee in Maine after a public hearing, according to the Beacon. The bill
started when Arata opened her child’s copy of
Kafka on the Shore, by Japanese author Haruki Murakami. Arata felt that some of the pages
had graphic language and sexual violence, and
proposed the bill to keep sensitive literature
away from Maine kids.
The Sun Journal quotes her saying, “It’s not
about banning books” and that the bill is to
ensure that students are given age-appropriate
materials to learn from.
Maine School Superintendents Association
says that school boards already have policies
in place to take care of complaints that parents
have about their children reading ‘obscene’

“The First Amendment
doesn’t guarentee that
a child reads a certain
book in school.”
- Dr. Daniel Panici
Associate Professor of
Communications
material, according to WGME. Some consider the censorship proposal to be against First
Amendment rights.
USM Associate Professor of Communications, Dr. Daniel Panici, teaches a course
about the First Amendment. “It is a form of
censorship,” Panici says, referring to Arata’s
proposal, “but not all forms of censorship are
a violation of first amendment rights.”
Panici said that there is more academic
freedom for choosing course materials at the
university level than for public elementary,
middle and high schools that have course materials reviewed by a school board.
“The First Amendment doesn’t guarantee
that a child reads a certain book in school,”
Panici said. “Parents always have a right
to say, ‘I don’t want my child to read this…
I don’t think it’s appropriate,’ and then the
teacher comes up with another assignment.”

Standards for Evaluating Obscenity

1. Whether “the average
person, applying contemporary community
standards” would find
that the work, taken as
a whole, appeals to the
prurient interest.
2. Whether the work depicts or describes, in a
patently offensive way,
sexual conduct specifically defined by the applicable state law.
3. Whether the work,
taken as a whole, lacks
serious literary, artistic,
political, or scientific
value.
Panici provided an excerpt from Thomas
Tedford and Dale Herbeck’s book, Freedom
of Speech in the United States outlining how
to legally define obscenity. The stipulations of
the 1973 Supreme Court decision for Miller
v. California defined how local and state standards can evaluate whether or not material is
‘obscene.’
Maine’s obscenity statute states that books
are considered to be obscene if the entirety of
the work lacks literary, artistic, political or scientific value. The Sun Journal reports that Arata’s proposed law would remove this statute
that makes books exempt from being banned
by public schools.
“There are controversial issues that come up
[in the classroom], but what a great place to
deal with that in an environment where you
can supposedly have teachers who can facilitate dialogue about something in that way,”
Panici said.

Lauren McCallum / Design Director
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She went from India to Indianapolis to Portland
Welcoming Hannah Barnes to the Art Department faculty
Ryan Farrell
Staff Writer

etry as a language within art inspired Barnes
significantly. This practice is common in rural
based populations. Barnes used this concept to
analyze and incorporate how her own abstract
art communicates to the viewer. She is heavily influenced by eastern methods due to their
noticeable deviation.
Barnes will be transitioning to the east side

For decades, the USM Art Department has
been a creative sanctuary for both students and
faculty alike. This fall, the department will be
welcoming its newest faculty member, Hannah Barnes. As an artist with a rich history
in drawing and painting, she will be teaching
beginner and advanced art courses throughout
the school year.
Barnes has a BFA from Maine College of
Art and a MFA from Rutgers University. She
has been teaching art related courses for over
fifteen years. She taught at Ohio State University and Rutgers University before transitioning to her current teaching position at Ball
State University, where she has spent the last
ten years.
Painting has been a lifelong passion for
Barnes. She uses abstract paintings to recreate
patterns and geometry related to social pracPhoto courtesy of Hannah Barnes
tices in other countries. Barnes believes that
most abstract art goes against its own mean- A display of Hannah Barnes’s work.
ing, usually deriving from very familiar social
contexts.
of the country from Indianapolis, Indiana. One
The developing technique of using geom- may wonder why an experienced professor
would relocate from Indiana to Maine. Barnes
experienced a profound inspirational response
from Maine’s ecology and considers herself a
“New Englander at heart,” due to the fact that
most of her family resides in Massachusetts.
She also lived in Maine for seven years after
her undergraduate studies.
Barnes said that Maine possesses a sense of
place like no other and other artists seem to
have a similar observation.
“Maine has always, for decades, been a
destination for artists. People have been going
there to work, to be inspired by the environment, the culture, the people there for decades
going back to the 1800s,” Barnes said.
During her job interview with USM, a faculty member commented that for many people, Maine initially feels like a small town.
Photo courtesy of Hannah Barnes However, over time people discover how
New faculty member Hannah Barnes will unique the state truly is. This resonated with
be joining USM in the fall.
Barnes and she yearns to return to Maine.
One of Barnes most notable accomplish-

ments and artistic influence was spending
several months in India. She was as an artist
in residence, staying in different art institutes
located in Bhubaneshwar, Delhi and Kerala.
During her stay she met local artists and studied the ritualistic practices of Indian artwork
while also developing her studio practice.
Barnes described a ritualistic practice known
as Rangoli, where women would make a
drawing throughout the day out of chalk and
rice flour. By days end, the drawing would be
wiped clean and they would start again the
following morning. Barnes said that ritualistic
expression allows people to think about their
art in a more complex manner, causing them
to focus on the meaning and expression of a
piece.
Barnes always had a strong liking toward
the country. In her youth, her grandfather
would bring back paintings and sculptures
from his frequent travels to India. Travelling
to the country herself only expanded her curiosity. She traveled to India for a second time,
where her work was featured in the Bhubaneswar Art Trail while developing more
relationships with native artists.
Barnes stated that once she discovered what
India had to offer she had to have more, comparing it to discovering a favorite author and
wanting to read all of their material. She said
that eastern practices made her rethink the creative process.

“In western art we have, for example, linear
perspective. That’s how we organize space in
western art. And in eastern art, linear perspective isn’t really used the same way. They have
totally different methods for creating space
and constructuring images,” Barnes said.
For Barnes, India is a lifelong engagement.
“I think I’m going to be going back to India
my whole life” she said. Barnes’ also hopes
to travel to India’s surrounding countries such
as Nepal, Pakistan and Bangladesh in order to
discover their rich and expansive history and
culture.
Barnes ultimately wishes to empower her
students by helping them find methods of creative expression while having a critical eye.
She believes that understanding art is recognizing the connection between art and culture.
Images can provide a strong connection with
the viewer.
Barnes stated that artists can use this to their
advantage by creating pieces that relate to cultural issues. This helps evoke empathy for the
chosen subject. Barnes looks forward to being involved at USM because she feels that
the university has a strong social conscience.
Previously, the campus has brought attention
to issues such as environmental preservation
and social justice. Barnes hopes to expand student’s understanding of the cultural and societal impact of art. For more information visit
hannahmbarnes.com.
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Book Review: A graphic novel with an unexpected twist
What would you do if your soulmate was actually a bear?
Jess Ward
Staff Writer
Navigating relationships is a challenge
faced by everyone, but especially those in
the throes of young adulthood and growing
up. As we move forward in life, we expect
to find our perfect person, someone who
just gets you. But what happens if that person doesn’t exist? What if every new beginning is worse than the last?
Pamela Ribon and Cat Farris take on
these questions in their graphic novel, My
Boyfriend is a Bear. There’s no metaphor
here, the protagonist Nora really starts
dating a bear. They meet each other in the
woods and reconnect when she finds him
going through her garbage after being dis-

located by forest fires. Their relationship ing to try anything to find happiness with
takes off from there. Nora has had some her partner.
not-so-nice boyfriends before and is willAs they navigate both the mundane and
the bizarre, bringing the bear home to meet
her parents, the reader finds pieces of themselves and their story in Nora and the bear.
For anyone who’s faced familial disapproval, overbearing friends or creepy exboyfriends, My Boyfriend is a Bear will
resonate. Ribon and Farris combine playful
and colorful drawings with meaningful and
relatable characters to offer a truly one-ofa-kind novel.
If you have any books you want to see
-Jess Ward reviewed, suggestions can be sent to jesStaff Writer sica.ward@maine.edu. For those who want
to read along, I will be reviewing Alicia
Malone’s, The Female Gaze next week.

“But what happens if
that person doesn’t
exist? What if every
new beginning is
worse than the last?”

Photo courtesy of Amazon

The unrecognized value of map collections
Students use the Osher Map Library for artistic inspiration

Ben Theriault
Staff Writer
The Osher Map Library and Smith Center
For Cartographic Education is a special and
often underutilized resource here at USM.
This library holds tens of thousands of rare
and historical maps, making it the second largest collection of publicly available maps in the
country.
This semester, the map library attempted to
broaden its student and faculty reach. Under
the instruction of the library’s executive director, Libby Bischof, and professor in the History of Cartography, Matthew Edney, one thousand dollar fellowship grants were distributed
this past November to professors that wanted

A globe from the Osher Map Library.

to incorporate the map library into their classes with help of generous donations from the
Friends of the Osher Map Library. This year,
seventeen grants were claimed from professors in a plethora of disciplines.
The library is currently hosting two art
classes,Kim Bentley’s Art 232: Introduction
to Ceramics and Andrea Sulzer’s Art 151:
Fundamentals of Perceptual Drawing. Both
of these professors are using the maps that are
meticulously curated by Bischof and Edney to
inspire their students’ work.
Bentley and Sulzer each hope their students
will gain something unique from the experience. Bentley stated that she hopes these maps
will encourage students to think critically and

in-depth about their own history. She believes
that this is a distinct opportunity for her students to know Maine more intimately.
“It is allowing students the chance to get
‘hands-on’ with their own history and culture and to get inspired by the beauty of these
maps,” said Bentley. “They can choose to
study maps that interest them culturally, politically, religiously etc. The possibilities are
endless.”
Bentley sees a lot of importance in the marriage of history and art. “I always stress to my
students that art does not get made in a vacuum. When looking at art we have to take into
account the historical time period in which it
was made,” Bentley said. By thinking about
history critically, she believes students will be
able to bestow their work with greater meaning.
Sulzer hopes to use the maps in more literal ways. She hopes that studying these maps
will “broaden students’ sense of drawing as
a means for visual communication” and influence students to “think of spatial relationships a bit differently” when structuring their
drawings. By analyzing the historical value
of maps she believes she can demonstrate the
Katelyn Rice / Staff Photographer connection of drawing to its broader functions
in society.

Bischof hopes that these grants will be
taken advantage of and bring traffic to the
library. Currently, around 500 USM students
and 3,000 local K-12 students visit the library
a year. She is optimistic that these numbers
will rise as students and faculty become more
comfortable with the collections.
Despite these numbers, many people are
unaware of the collections existence. Bentley admitted herself that she had not actually
heard of the library until receiving an email
about the grant. Through these fellowships,
Bischof hopes to peak the curiosity of other
professors and continue exposing more and
more students to the collection. Ultimately,
she wants students to feel comfortable enough
to consult the library as a source for personal
research.
These maps have the ability to promote an
unexpected sense of introspection and connection to one’s surroundings. According to
Sulzer, “it is not just an assignment, they are
looking at their own heritage and hopefully
thinking more about the world.”
The Osher Map Library is open from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesdays through Fridays, and
Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
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Asking complete strangers for art advice
This month’s Art Walk exhibits the unique lives of these artists
Asha Tompkins
Arts and Culture Editor

Matthew Swanick / Staff Photographer

“There’s 9 million artists and they’re all great in their
own way. You’ve got to find your own way. If you can
find a way that’s a little bit different and be the best
you can be at it, that’s all you can really ask for. The
biggest thing of all is that you do the work.”

-Robert Cohen
Local artist

Matthew Swanick / Staff Photographer

“I really like pen and ink but I do a lot of
acrylic as well. I’m planning on majoring in
medical illustration. I had a lot of ankle surgeries when I was a kid and I would always
look at the diagrams so I think that’s what
really peaked my interest. Don’t let people
tell you not to do what you want to do. If
you’re determined to do something then
you’ll find a way to make it work for you.”
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-Brady-Lee Rivard
Local art student
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“I’ve been taking pictures since I was a little
kid. Just do it, like the Nike commercials. Just
go out and take pictures. I’m self-taught, so
by doing it that’s how you learn.”

0
d
Matthew Swanick / Staff Photographer

-Anna Pepplowski
Local photographer

Matthew Swanick / Staff Photographer

“When I was 21, I hitchhiked around the
country for three years straight. I just lived
out of a backpack and played music wherever I went. I started trusting the world
by throwing myself out there. I would say
that has propelled me to believe in my
art and that my message is an important
thing to continue. I’ve had a lot of trauma
and situations that have happened in my
life where the fact that I survived through
them is mind-blowing to me. So, now I
use my art as a cathartic catalyst to share
personal narrative stories that may inspire
other people to keep living.”
-Matthew Bullen
Local artist and musician
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How To Train Your Dragon 3

The tear-jerking conclusion of a fantasy epic

Cody Curtis
Staff Writer

Everyone knows about Game of
Thrones and Lord of The Rings, however there is another fantasy trilogy
not everyone knows about, the How to
Train Your Dragon series.
This fantasy epic about a boy and
his dragon reached its conclusion this
past weekend. This conclusion is something many movie trilogies attempt to
achieve, but rarely ever do, and that is
making the audience feel a sense of fulfillment and satisfaction.
After discovering a Light Fury (also
known as a female Night Fury), Hiccup
(Jay Baruchel) and his beloved dragon
Toothless, encounter an enemy named
Grimmel (F. Murray Abraham) who is
deadlier than any other.
It is the man who killed every other
Night Fury dragon and who is now on
a hunt for Toothless. This shapes Hiccup into the leader he is meant to be and
forces him to move the people of Burke
to a safer location.
Dreamworks Studio usually does a
great job with their animation and this
film is no exception. The animation in
How to Train Your Dragon: The Hidden World, is unbelievably breathtaking. As technology improves, so do the
visuals inside of films.
There are moments during this movie
where the audience will be curious if it
was live action. Scenes in caves, the
ocean water, the beach sand and sometimes Toothless himself all look as
though you could reach out and touch
them.
But the best part of this film, like any
other of the films in this franchise, is
the relationship between Toothless and
Hiccup. Not only is it endearing and
sometimes heartbreaking, but it is relatable.
While all of us have never owned a
terrifying, fire-breathing dragon, I am

willing to bet most of us have owned
a beloved pet of some kind. Every moment, when these two characters are on
screen will bring a smile to your face.
The biggest disappointment is the
development of the villain, which is
just simply not there. Although we can
comprehend that Grimmel is evil from
his desire to kill Toothless, that is also
the only thing that we know about him.
This is what separates Grimmel from
great villains, such as Darth Vader (Star
Wars), or The Joker (The Dark Knight).
The motivation from the villain in How
to Train Your Dragon: The Hidden
World, is just not there.
A villain who is villainous and does
evil things for the sake of being evil is
just bland and boring. Because of this,
when the final battle occurs in the film,
while it is very exciting and even enthralling, the villain did not add anything to the experience.

Creating a successful fantasy epic is
challenging enough, but creating a successful fantasy trilogy is even more so.
This film franchise has something that
many films that try do not have, and
that is the powerful combination of a
coming of age story and the bond of a
boy and his dragons.
Even if you have not seen any of the
previous films in this animated trilogy
I implore you to check this one out. In
fact, after seeing it, you may want to
give the other films a shot.
How to Train Your Dragon: The Hidden World, joins Toy Story as one of
the greatest animated trilogies out there
to date.
Grab your friends and family and
fly to your local theater to support this
masterclass of filmmaking. It is a film
for you, me and everybody else, and it
is truly a magical experience to behold.

A&C
Listings
Wednesday, March 6
The Half-Light by Monica Wood
Portland Stage, 25a Forest Ave., Portland
Start: 7:30 p.m.
End: 12 p.m.

Thursday, March 7
Portland Ovations Presents: Ranky Tanky
Port City Music Hall
504 Congress St., Portland
Start: 8 p.m.
End: 10:30 p.m.

Friday, March 8
Gallery: Dancers Take Over
Portland Ballet Studio Theater
509 Forest Avenue
Start: 7:30 p.m.
End: 9 p.m.

Saturday, March 9
10th Annual Women United Around The
World Gala & International Fashion Show
Italian Heritage Center, 40 Westland Ave.
Start: 6 p.m.
End: 12 p.m.

Saturday, March 9
Maine Jewish Film Festival
Portland House of Music
25 Temple St., Portland
Start: 7 p.m.
End: 11:59 p.m.

Photo courtesy of IMDB

Want to submit an event?
arts@usmfreepress.org

USM Community Page
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People of USM Margo Luken

Kate Rogers
Communit Editor
If you have ever visited
the disability services center (DSC) on USM’s Portland campus, there is a
good chance that you have
met and received a smile
from Margo Luken. If you
haven’t — you should.
Luken is the administrative specialist for the DSC,
manning the front desk
and making sure everything runs smoothly. After settling back in Maine
where she grew up, Luken
has worked for USM since
2012.
Luken is originally from
Gardner, and graduated
from USM with a political
science degree. She then
moved to Florida, where she
worked in administration
and finance. At some point,
she moved all the way to
Cordova, Alaska. This is a
place you can only get to by
airplane or boat. “It’s very
different … kind of like the
Wild West. Probably one
of the strangest places I’ve
ever been,” Luken said. The
job in Alaska didn’t work
out because the company
she was working for went
bankrupt and the fishermen
there were striking, she
said. Luken isn’t regretful,
though. “I’m glad I went
and I’m glad I came back,”
she said.
Eventually Luken left the
finance profession. “There
was nothing feel good. It
was transactions, money,
people getting rich, not
me!” Luken said about why
finance was unfulfilling
for her. She talked about
the values of the corporate
world, saying that it is for
some people but not for her.
“I worked in a high stress
office and I saw people

who were hurting, emotionally — physically,” Luken
said. “I saw someone who
thought he was having a
heart attack, a young stockbroker — it was anxiety.”
Now Luken works to help
people with anxiety — and
any other disability, physical and mental — get the
best out of their educational
experience. “This is a nurturing environment … I
can’t say that going out into
the workforce is always
nurturing and understanding, so give people the best
you can,” she said.
The thing Luken loves
most about her job is the
students, she said. “I love
my students and they love
me … students come in that
aren’t even registered with
us and having a tough day
and … just a kind word or
a smile,” she said. Luken
talked at length about the
importance of being supportive and encouraging to
students, and the joy of seeing people grow. “It’s sad
sometimes to me because
you see people grow and
then they graduate and then
they’re gone, which is part
of life,” she said. However,
what is most important is
giving students everything
you can and hoping for the
best, she said.
Luken said she is very
happy where she is, and
plans to be here for a long
time. After Florida, and
backpacking in Europe for
a time, she came back to
Maine because she said she
feels like “a New England
person.” Luken lives in
Portland with her cat Melvin, who she talked very
highly of. She found Melvin
on Forest Ave, on a rainy
night, she said, agreeing
that their meeting was kind
of like fate. After bringing
him to the vet she

Community
Events
■■ Tuesday, March 5
Comic con trivia
Lower Brooks
Gorham campus
8:00 p.m.
Free

■■ Wednesday, March 6
Student Poetry Slam ft National
Champion Katie Wirsing
Lower Brooks
Gorham campus
9:00 p.m.
Free and open to participation

■■ Thursday, March 7

GCAB Shrekfest 2.0
Lower Brooks
Gorham campus
8:00 p.m.
Free waffles

Kate Rogers / Community editor

“I guess I beat by a different drum
and people accept me for who I
am.”

- Margo Luken
Administrative Specialist
for the Disability Services Center

found that he didn’t have
a chip, but he was in rough
shape. After asking the vet
to do everything he needed
to, she got to bring Melvin
home. “He’s been a love
ever since,” she said.
Luken says that she’s
found her place in the DSC.
“I guess I beat by a different
drum and people accept me
for who I am,” she said.

“I think I’m here for a
while, I do … I’m not rich
but … I can pay my rent and
I can buy cat food which is
more important.”
Students can stop by the
disability services center in
242 Luther Bonney to register with them if need be,
or to simply ask for support
during a rough time.

■■ Friday, March 8

We’re Here! Queer and
Feminist Comedy
Quill Books and Beverages
#5 1 Westbrook Common,
Westbrook
7:00 p.m.
10$ suggested/pay what you can

■■ Saturday, March 9

19th USM Royal Majesty Drag Show
Holiday Inn by the Bay,
Spring St, Portland
7:00 p.m.
5$ for students, 10$ for others
ASL interpreted

Want us to include your event?
community@usmfreepress.org
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Nausea, vomiting,
diarrhea… oh my!

How to deal with and prevent
the stomach bug

• Don’t share cups kitchen utensils,
plates, or towels with other members of
your household or dorm.
What do I do? When will I get better?
Symptoms usually last just a day or two.
When these symptoms are present it is
• Rest: As much as able - don’t attend
near impossible to function. What is the
cause of it? And when will it get better? are class or activities while you have active
symptoms.
questions patients want answers to.
The cause?
The symptoms are due to stomach and
intestines (gastro) inflammation (itis).
Other symptoms can include abdominal
pain, fatigue, fever, and headache. The
most common cause is viral infection, also
known as the stomach flu, although it is not
related to Influenza but to other types of viruses. Cases in adults are usually caused
by norovirus. It’s highly contagious, and
- Lynn Howard
in the United States most commonly occurs
MSN, ANP-C, FNP-C USM Health
between October and April. Viral gastroenteritis symptoms may appear within one to
& Counseling Services
three days after you’re infected.
How can we prevent catching the ill• Fluids: Sip water/half-strength sports
ness?
By frequent hand washing, not sharing drinks or suck on ice chips. If you vomit
drinks, food and utensils. This is because using this treatment, do not take anything
viruses spread through contaminated food for 1 hour and start over again. Avoid alcoor water and contact with an infected per- hol and caffeine.
• If you do not vomit fluids, start fullson.
• Hand washing with warm water and strength sports drinks; popsicles; clear
soap is the easiest way to prevent gastro- broth; bouillon; decaf tea; clear apple
enteritis: Always wash your hands before juice; plain-flavored gelatin; and diluted
preparing food or eating and after prepar- clear, carbonated beverages without fizz
ing food and using the toilet. Alcohol- such as ginger ale, lemon-lime sodas, etc.
based sanitizers are an acceptable alterna- To remove the fizz from soda, pour some
tive when soap and water are not available. into a glass and stir with a spoon.
Lynn Howard
MSN, ANP-C, FNP-C USM
Health & Counseling Services

“The most common
cause is viral infection, also known as
the stomach flu...”

• Medications: avoid medications like
ibuprofen or aspirin if possible as they may
irritate your stomach.
• Food: Don’t eat while actively nauseated and vomiting. But, once that subsides
and as you become hungry, try soft foods
like saltine crackers, dry white bread/toast,
bananas, apple sauce, plain white rice, soft
cereals prepared with water, plain noodles
and broth soups. Avoid sauces, spicy foods,
citrus, raw fruits/vegetables or dairy. Return to a normal diet as tolerated within 24
hours after recovery from vomiting.
Seek medical treatment if:
• Symptoms last more than two days.
• You’re unable to keep fluids down.
• You see blood or mucus in your stool.
• You vomit black or dark red material.

• You have a fever of 101˚F (38.33˚C) or
higher.
• You have localized and/or persistent
abdominal pain.
Questions?
Contact USM Health and Counseling
Services
156 Upton Hall, Gorham Campus Office
Hours: MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
8am– 4:30pm (207) 780-5411
008 Sullivan Gym, Portland Campus
Office Hours: MONDAY, THURSDAYS,
FRIDAYS 8am – 4:30 pm (207) 780-4701
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Sustainability and ME

Eating sustainably in Maine
Oona Molyneaux
USM Eco-Rep
Are you interested in living more sustainably? Do you like food? If your answer
is yes, this article is going to be your jam.
There are many ways in which one can
adopt a sustainable lifestyle, one of which
is seasonal eating. Seasonal eating refers to
a conscious decision to eat food that is being harvested around the time that you consume it. This generally means that the food
has not traveled very far and is in season
for harvesting in the region. By consuming
food more sustainably, you can reduce your
carbon footprint.
Now seasonal food in Maine is not always as exciting, especially in March.
However, with the right recipes you can
create delicious and exciting meals from
Maine’s seasonal food. So what is in season right now?
In Season Produce (March):
a. Horseradish
b. Mushrooms
c. Sprouts
This produce is generally grown in
greenhouses or indoors because of the
harsh weather. However, many farms store
crops that were harvested in the fall and
keep fresh over the winter. These crops are
referred to as root vegetables and include:
a. Carrots b. Potatoes c. Squash
So how does one find and prepare these
foods, especially while living on a college
campus? The first step to finding these
foods can be done by taking a trip to your

local grocer-even Hannaford’s as a local
food stand in the produce section. Generally if a product is labeled as local then
you can assume that it is in season. Once
you find your favorite product whether that
is mushrooms, carrots or squash, there a
few different ways to prepare these foods.
If you are a squash lover, my favorite and
easiest way to cook your squash goes as
follows.
1. Cut the squash open and spoon out the
seeds into a garbage or compost bin.
2. Sprinkle olive oil over a baking sheet
and place the squash face down on the sheet

“Seasonal eating
refers to a conscious
decision to eat food
that is being harvested around the time
that you consume it...
By consuming food
more sustainably,
you can reduce your
carbon footprint. ”
- Oona Molyneaux
USM Eco-Rep

3. Bake at 350°F for about 20 to 25 minutes
4. Once the squash is at the ideal texture,
put butter, salt and pepper on the squash.
Now, if a kitchen is not available to you
an easy product to make is the carrots, using your dorms microwave.
1. Cut up the carrots into sticks or circles, place them in a bowl with an inch of
water in the
bottom
2. Microwave for 2 to 3 minutes
3. Once the carrots are at the desired texture, cover with butter and/or honey and
enjoy.

Once you have finished you can enjoy
your sustainable meal knowing you are
supporting the local economy and reducing
your impact on the environment.Whether
you live in an apartment, at home or in the
campus dorms these are simple and impactful ways to live a sustainable life.
Want to learn more about what’s in season, check out the Sunrise Guide’s Eating
in Season site: thesunriseguide.com/eating-in-season-maine/

Perspectives
Crossword

The solution to last
issue’s crossword
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Sudoku
Level of difficulty: Medium
The object of a
sudoku is to fill
in the remaining
squares so that
every row, every
column, and
every 3 × 3 box
contains each
of the numbers
from 1 to 9
exactly once.

Word Search
Theme: Spongebob Characters
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Cryptogram
Every letter in a
cryptogram stands for
another letter. Use the
hint to crack the code.

Search for the list of words in the grid of letters.
Grab a pen and circle each word as you find them.

Fred
Gary
Harold
Jenkins
Karen
Krabs
Larry
Margaret
Patrick
Pearl
Perch
Plankton
Puff
Sandy
Scooter
Spongebob
Squidward
Tom

NPL BLZJMYZL NJBL QLMZLB AMF CBLCMBJDS M BLMZ YZGA-GEN FMZL.
And here is your hint:
Y=B

Horoscopes

Aries (March 21 - April 19)

Leo (July 23 - August 22)

Sagittarius (November 22 - December 21)

Taurus (April 20 - May 20)

Virgo (August 23 - September 22)

Capricorn (December 22 - January 19)

You may be feeling a bit frustrated today if you
are thinking only of what you don’t yet have.
Face reality, while working to improve it.
Others find you exceptionally appealing today.
Use your “magical” charm wisely.

Gemini (May 21 - June 20)

Uncovering hidden information proves useful.
You put your knowledge to work.

Cancer (June 21 - July 22)

A comfortable day at work has strong appeal.
Consider rearranging your working environment so as to be more attractive.

Family members are quick with complaints and selfpity today. Don’t knock yourself out trying to please
everyone.
Control emerges as an issue with household
members today. Balance your power with love and a
happy result can occur.

Safety and security are the themes for money today.
Don’t take any chances. Cautious and careful steps
protect your financial future.
Avoid extremes today: pushing too hard to get your
way OR giving up, believing you can’t do anything.
Energetic practicality works.

Libra (September 23 - October 22)

Aquarius (January 20 - February 18)

Scorpio (October 23 - November 21)

Pisces (February 19 - March 20)

You come across as intense when expressing yourself today. Arguments are possible if you get carried
away. Words have power.
Focus on your standing in the community, your reputation or your work in the world. Apply your mind to
furthering your ambitions.

Financial matters arise with a friend. Don’t let money
complicate your relationship.

Others expect you to balance and harmonize. You
avoid unpleasantness and do all you can to keep an
appealing atmosphere.
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Wednedsay

Friday

Friday

Saturday

Saturday

Women’s Lacrosse

Men’s Indoor
Track & Field

Women’s Indoor
Track & Field

Baseball

Men’s Tennis

vs MIT
1:00 p.m.

@ Colby College
12:00 p.m.

vs. Husson
University
4:00 p.m.

@ NCAA Division
III Championships

@ NCAA Division
III Championships

Women’s basketball finishes
with best record since 2013

Huskies finish with 16-11 record
Cullen McIntyre
Sports Editor
USM’s Women’s Basketball team
finished the season with an outstanding 16-11 record, the team’s best
showing since 2013. The Huskies
ended their season with a disappointing 93-58 loss to Eastern Connecticut
State in the Little Eastern Conference
Semifinals on Feb. 22.
The team had a very strong start
to the season, finishing the first two
months with a 7-2 record, not losing
a single game in December. As January got underway, reality began to set
in for the Huskies as they finished the
month with a 4-4 record. February
saw the exact same outcome as the

month before, as a 4-4 finish saw the
Huskies end the year at 16-11.
The team, lead by senior guard Alexa Srolovitz, athletic training major,
and junior guard Jackie Luckhardt,
also an athletic training major, had
a much stronger finish than recent
years, where the team lost a total of
21 games in the 2016-17 season.
Head Coach Samantha Allen
coached the Huskies to their best record under her four year tenure. Under her coaching the team has had
many individual honors, and are on
pace for a succesful spell under her.
Following the season, Srolovitz and
Luckhardt were both named to the
2019 Little Eastern Conference allconference second team, helping the
team finish with a 11-5 record in the

Standout Players:

conference.
According to SourthernMaineHuskies.com, Head Coach Allen spoke
about the accomplishments of her
two players, “we are honored to have
Alexa and Jackie named to the Little
East All-Conference team. Both student-athletes had tremendous seasons
with thier intelligent play at both ends
of the floor. Their strong leadership
never went unnoticed by their teammates or coaches in every single practice and game. We are so happy that
these two were able to play a full year
without injury.”
The USM Women’s Basketball
team will hope to push further into the
playoffs next year during the 2019-20
season in Allen’s fifth year.

Alexa Srolovitz #10
Jackie Luckhardt #14
Victoria Harris #42
Senior
Junior
Freshman
Athletic Training Major
Athletic Training Major
Athletic Training Major
Alexa averaged 11.5 points per game, 4.3
Jackie averaged 9.9 points per game, 6.2 reVictoria averaged 8.3 points per game, 3.5
rebounds per game, and 2.2 assists per game in bounds per game, and 3.5 assists per game this rebounds per game, and 0.6 assists per game
her 27 starts this season.
season after returning from a season ending
in her freshman season with the Huskies.
injury in 2017-18.

Games To Remember:

11/9 vs

71-44 W

The Huskies dominated the UMaine-Farmington Beavers last November. Junior Katie
Howe lead the team with 11 points. A 25 point
third quarter secured the easy victory to kick
off the season.

12/15 @

74-52 W

Women’s Basketball emphatic victory over
Regis College capped off an undefeated month
of December. Sophomore Kristen Curley scored
a season high 20 points on 9-18 shooting.

1/26 @

63-58 W

The Huskies took the Rhode Island College
Anchormen to overtime, outscoring them 9-4
in the final period to win. Sophomore Kristen
Curley lead four players in double-digit scoring with 16 points.
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Huskies spring sports preview

Spring sports get underway this month
Cullen McIntyre
Sports Editor
Baseball
USM Men’s Baseball team comes into this
year off an outstanding 30-15 record from last
season, where the team ended the season with
a 9-3 loss to Swarthmore College from Pennsylvania in the NCAA Division III Regional
Tournament Championship.
The Huskies, under head coach Ed Flaherty
who was recently named into the New England Intercollegiate Baseball Association Hall
of Fame, will hope to continue their successes
last year. According to a D3baseball.com poll,
the team is ranked 11th in the nation in Division III.
The team kicks off the season with a double-header at Trinity College facing Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) at 1
p.m., then taking on Trinity College at 4 p.m.
The Huskies take to Florida for the beginning
of March, and host their first home game at
Ed Flaherty field on March 30, when they take
on Rhode Island College for a 12 and 3 p.m.
double-header.
Softball
The Huskies Softball team finished third in
the Little Eastern Conference last year, losing
to sixth place UMass Boston 6-5 in extra innings to end the season. With two returning
juniors, Erin Martin, health science major,
and Alexis Brown, an undeclared major, who
were both named in the LEC all-conference
second team, the team is full of talent.
Heach coach Sarah Jamo returns for her
seventh season, and is bringing the team to
Florida for a weeks stretch of games before
returning to New England to face Eastern
Connecticut State on March 23. The Huskies

don’t play a home game until April 6, where
they host a double-header against Castleton at
2 and 4 p.m.
Men’s Lacrosse
Men’s Lacrosse ended 2018 with a 8-9
record, and a semifinal 10-9 loss to Eastern
Connecticut State to close out the season.
Following the season, head coach Sam Lane
resigned after a seven season tenure at the
university.
Now coached by Tobey Farrington, former
USM Lacrosse player from 2001-03, he was
appointed to the role on Nov. 17, 2018. The
Huskies are under their fifth coach since 2001,
and will look to have long success under Farrington.
The team’s season was supposed to get underway this past weekend, but games against
Saint Joseph’s College and Husson University
were both postponed. The team instead starts
off their season at Norwich University of Saturday, March 9 at 1 p.m. They then return to
Maine for their first home game the following
Wednesday, March 13 at 7 p.m. hosting Emmanuel College.
Women’s Lacrosse
Huskies Women’s Lacrosse comes into this
year off a 9-8 2018 season, where a 16-15 loss
to UMass Dartmouth ended the team’s season
in the first round of the playoffs. The Huskies
finished with a 2-4 conference record and
boasted a strong 4-2 record at home.
The team, led by head coach Ashley Durepo in her second season in the role, will hope
to go much further in the playoffs this season.
The team began the season with a 10-8 loss
at the University of New England last Thursday, where senior Aliza Jordan, criminology
major, scored five of the eight Huskies goals.
The Huskies play their next three games at

Matthew Swanick / Staff Photographer

home, hosting Husson University on Wednesday March 6 at 4 p.m. at Hannaford Field. The
following games are on Sunday March 10,
and Thursday March 14 when the team hosts
Colby College and the University of MaineFarmington. The team will need to capitalize
on the long home stretch to start off the season
strong.
Men’s Tennis
Men’s Tennis finished the 2018 season with
a 1-8 record, the team’s only win coming
against Castleton on March 30, where they
won 5-4. Head Coach Eric Haase, who also
coaches the Women’s Tennis team, will look
to have a much stronger second season in the
role. The 2014, 2015, and 2016 LEC Champions start of the season at Colby College on
Saturday, March 9 at 12 p.m., and don’t have
a home match until Saturday, April 6 at 1 p.m.
Men’s Outdoor Track & Field
With four consecutive Little Eastern Conference Championships to their name, the
Men’s Outdoor Track & Field team will not
only look to continue success from past seasons, but from their indoor season as well.
The Indoor team, currently ranked 12th nationally, recently won their fifth LEC Conference Championship in a row, and compete at
the NCAA Division III Championships on
March 8 and 9.
Under head coach Ryan Harkleroad, the
team has had much success. Entering his
fifth season with the Outdoor Track & Field
team, Harkleroad has the opportunity to lead
the Huskies to a full sweep of Cross Country,
Indoor Track & Field, and Outdoor Track &
Field Championships for the second time under his coaching.
The first Men’s Outdoor Track & Field
meet is the Snowflake Classic at Tufts University on Saturday, March 30 at 10 a.m.
Women’s Outdoor Track & Field
The Women’s Outdoor Track & Field ended 2018 with a third place finish at the Little
Eastern Conference Championships, and a
15th place finish at the New England Division III Championships. With the indoor team
recently placing third at the LEC Championships and 15th at the New England Division
III Championships, the team will hope to improve in Outdoor this spring.
Head Coach George Towle leads the team
for his 29th season, where the team has had
long success under his coaching.
The first Women’s Outdoor Track & Field
meet is at the Charleston Southern Invitational on Friday, March 22.
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Power
Rankings

Men’s Indoor Track & Field

#1 Little Eastern Conference
Women’s Indoor Track &
Field

#3 Little Eastern Conference
Women’s Basketball

Record: 16-11
#3 Little Eastern Conference
Women’s Ice Hockey

Record: 9-11-6
#4 New England Hockey
Conference

